Introduction
The term learning is ued in a large vwriety of I. The work repoed in thin pap des with thge laing of an input-outputmap, having m inputs a, = (v-.. " a,,) nd one output f(v). In ote words an im ensional hyesuface f(v) ha to be klned. To specf the term kaning more ckarly in this cotext, a disncti should be made betwem passive and ate learning. Pave learning in defind s learning in the sense that the karner pays no role in obtaining inormation about the unknon input-output-map, as opposed to activ learing whee the klarnr h complete choice in the in eceived.
In the most widely studied passie kerning of as iaput-eufWmap, learning simply meas aclecting exampe, ning of the input vectors:Pi and the value at those bentions, i.e. the heights of the surfac f(st) [11. Most of the metbods allownoAsy measurntemeltf(Jd[2,3Z4,Ss,7i8i91 The probem solved in these papers i to reonstret the hyperuface from the set of spre data points. The related keywords for this kind of problem are regulaization theory, appro tion, estimation, smoothing, regression, and interpolation [10, 11, 12) . In particular for high dimensions m of the input vector v the approximation problem is hard to solve [13, 4, 7, 14, 151. This efect is the so caled 'cure of dimersionality' (Belman 1961 [183) .
In applications where the input-otput-map is doing the work of a controller the inverse probkem of how to choose the input vector au to get a certain output value f(v) has to be solved (Atkeson 1988-91 (17, 7, 6, 
If nothing more than (4) evenly. Some u, may never be adapted and remain at their initial value uii(O). Such non-adapted or less frequently adapted points ui are so called "adaptation holes" [45] and are unacceptable (see feature 4). Every application has to deal with this problem (see Holmes 1989 [38] and "tent roof-adaptation by Schmidt 1988 [31] 4 The Update-Smoothing Algorithm According to the previos setion the folowing algorithm is proposed for inverse passive leaing of an input-outpu-map through update- (10) 
K is a const matri and so is S. Thus, the sohg procedure is a simple matrix multiplication (13) 
where c cie. is a small constant satisfying the needs of the application. Usually cjst ,e is approximately 1.5cifer (see eq. (8)) multiplied by the largest entry of S. Silit means that eq. (16) holds for al k > K.
Referring to the algorithm, the two stp updating and smootihng are responsible for the change of 6. The updating step always tries to improve the approximation of u as long as the controller h is chosen properly (7), (8) . The critical step is the s thin opeation.
The global spline smoothing (10), (11) is only able to smooth the function and has originally nothing to do with etimating u, except the fact that u is knw to beusnooth (15 (13) range of zx-values. For example, updating the left endpoint of ui does not directly influence the right end of ui in the sense that it makes almct no difference for the right end of ui if the left end is not updated and the whole ft is only smoothed.
Step by step, the right end will become smoother and smoother until it is a straight line.
The dominating time constant r for this effect can be estimated (see Heiss 1991 [58]):
Estimation 1 If p < 6n4 10-4 and n > 4 then r can be estimated with an eror less than I0X by n T r s125p. (18) where T is the updating period.
Example: p = 0.05, n = 100 waused in Fig.1 (19) 
cutting away all non-constant iij (e.g.: u, = Cfi), the solution of (20) where S., is the (n x n)-hat matrix for the univariate natural cubic spline interpolation of the I fixed points.
Proof: see Heiss 1991 [58] . 3 In case of l = 0, Theorem 1 provides the solution (regression line). It is mentioned without proof that for I = 1 the solution converges to the regression line through the fixed point.
Conclusion: The purpose of this section was to show that if some points are never updated but only smoothed through global spline smoothing then the non-updated points will converge to the cubic spline interpolation of the frequently updated points (see also Fig.3 
Moving window and fixed points
The idea of local update-spine-smoothing is to define a window [zj-r, zj+r] around zi, to update the paint at tj in the usual way, but to smooth only the neighboring points of xi within the window (2r+1 points). In this case eq. (14) cannot be used to compute the window-smoothing matrix Sg.a. The regular spline smoother from eq. (14) would change all points inside the window without considering the required smoothne at the boundaries of the window. The smoothness is necesary in order to guarantee the smoothness of ui(k) for all the time (see feature 4 in section 1). Thus, a local smoothing method is presented providing the smoothness at the boundaries.
As we are dealing with cubic splines, it is sufficient to consider for smoothness only the continuity of the zeroth, first, and scond derivative at the boundary. Thus the idea is to define the next three points outside the window on both sides to be fixed points and to calculate Sloc<| using eq. (23) . 7TThe term atra/ comes from the aatsml boundary coditios: instead of integrating the squar of the second derivative from xi to r it is integrated from -oo to + whhi&n makes the function ,4:) a strait line outside the interval [I, ,:J according to the minimisation of this term. The same reslt is addeved by the boundary onditions t(r) = i"t(r) = u"'(r,q) = G'(:,) = 0.
to be the number of points within the window. As shown in Fig.2 , we can take the w points of the window and the six points outside the window (3 on each side) and calculate the new points fii(k+l) within the window. We need w + 6 input values and have w output values (it would not make sense to compute the 6 fixed points because they remain constant anyway). Thus, the matrix St.,s must only have the dimension w x (w + 6), which is much less than n x n.
As the points are equally spaced it makes no difference which Fig. 3 ) is updated and all oth points wae nev updated. Additioally to the reult of the local update-unoohig method, the natural cubic spline intepoatio of the updated poiatb is plotted.
(29) (29) The vector 6(k+) -it we used unti now, can als be written a 641(+) and using eqs. (27) to (29) 
where Sines can be alulated fi (23) and (21) and with S as defined in eq. (14), (12) The better way is to use local smoothing, smoothing only a local neighborhood of the updated point. Even if we stay for thousands of updates at the same point, the relationship outside of the neighborhood window is not destroyed.
It was pcmible to show that the update-spline-smoothing algorithm has the interpolation property. Never or seldom updated points converge to the univariate natural cubic spline interpolation of the well updated points. This requires the trivial restriction that at least as many points have to be frequently updated that the cubic spline interpolation of these points is sufficiently accurate.
There are still many open problems in this field. More concrete design rules would be appreciated for the one-dimensional problem, as treated in this paper. The learning of hysteresis functions and some application oriented details have to be solved.
Furthermore, the multi-dimensional update-smoothing should be solved. Different smoothing methods, the neural network approach (Tolle 1989 [60] , Poggio 1990 (1], Atkeson 1989 (7] 
